THE SPIRIT OF GOLF

The Hero of Hoylake and
Harry Yeates, partnered by his grandfather Peter Gardiner-Hill,
celebrate the contribution to ‘serious fun’ of early British golfers

T

he spirit of golf is something we all learn
about through osmosis, whether by
family example or by studying the great
players of the past. In this respect the influence
of the Hoylake amateurs of the second half of
the nineteenth century is just as great as the
early pioneers at St Andrews, and none more
so than Hoylake’s John Ball.
Ball inspired his own brand of hero
worship, not least because he had modesty as
well as talent in abundance. “Tell the editor
I can’t think of anything that readers would
find interesting,” he remarked to a reporter
sent to interview him in 1890 just after he
had become the first amateur and the first
Englishman to win the Open Championship
(and just a few months after his second of
eight Amateur Championship victories).
Ball was lucky enough to see the amateur
game unfold on his doorstep when The
Liverpool Golf Club came into being
at Hoylake in 1869. His father was the
proprietor of the Royal Hotel, which served
as the clubhouse in the club’s early years
and accommodated many visiting golfers,
including Old and Young Tom Morris who
came to play in The Grand Professional
Tournament there in 1872 when young
Johnny was just 10. No doubt the two Scots
helped inspire his graceful self-taught swing
and calm temperament, but the reason Ball

was. and still is. so revered by the Hoylake
faithful has to do with much more than skill.
Ball was always happy to support and impart
his wisdom to younger players, just as the
members had encouraged him and others of
this era like Harold Hilton. “The club, which
is very prosperous, offers great inducements to
visit their links and the liberality of individual
members is unbounded”, the Field Magazine
wrote in the 1870s. “...everything is done to
encourage the Royal and Ancient game.Young
players on the Hoylake links have ... more
opportunity of learning the style and stance
than beginners on any other English links.”
In Ball’s case one such opportunity came
in 1878 when, still just 15, he took part in
the Open Championship at Prestwick and
finished tied 4th.
In his biography ‘John Ball of Hoylake’
John Behrend uncovered some delightful
examples of Ball’s generous character, not least
the charming story of how a Mrs M.L.Clark,
who would go on to be a successful amateur in
her own right, became an effective ‘mascot’ for
him during the 1910 Amateur Championship.
“Some of the Committee, Mr Janion who was
Secretary and Mr Stoddart the Captain,” she
explained,“came over to our house and said to
me – ‘Johnny Ball wants you to follow him for
every hole and shot during the Championship.
You are, he believes, his mascot, and if he wins

‘Ball was lucky enough to see the amateur game
unfold on his doorstep...’
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the St Andrews pioneers
Old Tom Morris driving
off the tee of the new
separate 1st fairway
of the Old Course.

John Ball, pictured
with his father.
The two would
have met in the
final of the Amateur
Championship in 1887
at Royal Liverpool had
Ball senior not lost to
Horace Hutchinson in the
semi-final after leading with two holes to play.
Hutchinson won 1 up.

and typically funded themselves through
betting or through ‘sponsorship’ from patrons
to whom they acted as personal coaches.
If Ball best exemplifies the spirit of early golf
at Hoylake, the man who stands out in the early
history of St Andrews is John Whyte-Melville
(deserving incidentally of a whole chapter in
the history of the Royal & Ancient Golf Club).
Over his 67 years as a member he chaired
every committee, served as captain, laid the
foundation-stone of the clubhouse and chaired
we will give you the largest box of chocolates The Union Club during its merger with The
that has ever been made.’ I did, he did, and they Royal and Ancient Society. Interestingly, he
appears to have been a thoroughly ordinary
did!”
Amateurs like Ball, interestingly, were the golfer, albeit excited to promote the game and
subject of more column inches in newspapers club that he so loved.“Though never attaining
and magazines than the professionals of the a high degree of skill in his favourite past time”,
time (and certainly prior to the ‘grand match’ HSC Everard observes in the R&A History,
of 1840 between Tom Alexander and Allan “his enthusiasm for it knew no bounds. The
Robertson). Professionals were seen as artisans, matches he enjoyed most were those in which
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he was partnered by a first-class player against
two of second-rate merit.” We can all identify
with that!
Whyte-Melville’s contribution was to
create trust and respect for the R&A, raising it
to a position where peer clubs looked to it for
leadership rather than seeing it primarily as a
betting club (an activity for which it had earlier
been described as ‘the Doncaster of golfing’).
“(Whyte-Melville) had the savoir-faire
in an eminent degree”, wrote his obituarist,
“combined with a wide knowledge of the
world and a deference to the humours of
others, even when he thought them absurd,
which made him an admirable chairman and
member of council.’
He was chairman of the Links Committee
which brought in OldTom Morris as the club’s
first professional and green-keeper, laying the
foundations of the fine links we enjoy today.
Morris himself, of course, played an
important part in the early development and
spirit of the game.
“Tom became the oracle and beginners
emulated his calm acceptance of good or bad
play”, David Malcolm and Peter Crabtree
write in their biography Tom Morris of St.
Andrews: The Colossus of Golf 1821-1908.
“His innate characteristics of conviviality and
congeniality, coupled with his pawky good
humour, irrevocably came to be associated
with golf at all levels.” You get the sense that
Tom just loved to play the game and spread the
golfing message.
Thanks in large part to Tom Morris,
the number of golf clubs in the British Isles
increased from 60 to nearly 300 in the 1880s.
He was consulted on the design of all courses
in Scotland, and many in England and Ireland,
and he travelled frequently to survey them. His
response to being shown the land that would
make up Machrihanish Golf Club was ‘Eh
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Mon! The Almichty had Gowf in his e’e when
he made this place!’
Tom’s influence on course-design is his
most lasting legacy, and can be seen plainly
at St Andrews. It is summed up by Alister
Mackenzie in his book on the Old Course,
The Spirit of St Andrews, where he wrote:
“The worth of a golf course cannot be judged
on mathematical lines; the crucial test is what
gives the most lasting and increasing pleasure.”
How does this all relate to the modern
game? We believe that the R&A’s new
policy to encourage families, and especially
girls, to take up the game is something John
Ball would have been immensely proud of.
And we think the genial nature of the new
9-hole championship is straight out of Tom
Morris’ play-book. The final of this year’s
championship, for example held at Carnoustie,
featured both sexes and involved many happylooking players ranging in age from ten to 80
and with handicaps from +2 to 30.
It would be lovely if Golf Quarterly readers
could encourage their club to put a team to
play at Royal Portrush a week before the 2019
Open Championship. The winners this year
had the thrill of playing just ahead of Adam
Scott and Rory McIlroy.
This, and other examples of ‘serious fun’,
will help golf do more than just survive the
difficulties it currently faces and pass on to
future generations the features of the game we
all hold dear.
Peter Gardiner-Hill has been Captain
and President of Rye Golf Club and
of the Oxford & Cambridge Golfing
Society. He is also senior past captain of
the R&A and 70 years a member.
Harry Yeates is Peter’s grandson,
a Rye member and and a past
captain of golf at King’s, Canterbury.
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